How Refinery29 continues to be
the authority on young women
Insight from consent data opens new revenue opportunities,
expands partner programs and inspires new content for
Refinery29
A scalable insights platform that supports Refinery29’s mission and values
Refinery29’s mission is to be radically inclusive, recognizing and representing the different experiences of women around the
world. They needed to uncover agile, ongoing insight from their audience in a respectful, consent-based way that could scale to
meet the needs of the business and express their commitment to learning and listening.
Central to that goal, The Refinery29 Intelligence team activated their Mad Chatter insight community to support differentiated
advertising sales and content initiatives including: informing proposals, testing editorial concepts, and examining content impact.
The application of consent data collected through Mad Chatter resulted in the creation of new partnerships in new industries
followed by a wider mandate to support content direction, marketing and strategic planning across the business. R29 Intelligence
now supports both editorial and ad sales across the entire cycle of content creation, audience engagement, measurement, and
partnership program development.

Trends and insights from Mad Chatter have added a new
facet to Refinery29’s position as an expert on young women
and has opened up new opportunities to drive revenue
opportunities, and reshape the editorial process by integrating
customer backed insight at the onset of the process.
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brand partner marketing
effectiveness

Challenge
Opening the door to new advertising partnerships
Like most media companies, a portion of Refinery29’s business is fueled by ad sales
and partnership programs. Maintaining that revenue depends on the ability to keep
their audience engaged with relevant, innovative content and then quantifying that
engagement to support pitches and partnership programs. On the back end, those
same metrics are used to prove the effectiveness of these programs. It is an ongoing
cycle that relies heavily on agile, ongoing insights.
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Solution
Engaging Refinery29’s core audience
To deliver fast, agile audience insights to the business, the team launched Mad
Chatter in 2015. It is comprised of 11,000+ opted-in, highly engaged, and richly profiled
Refinery29 audience across the US, Canada and UK.
Mad Chatter ensures ongoing access to their audience with speed and the ability
to rapidly scale because young women have consented to provide feedback.
Ongoing engagement and retention is facilitated by providing clear guidelines and
expectations, a balance of dynamic activities and the ability to shareback information
through member hub updates, editorial spotlights, and more.
As Refinery29 pursued opportunities in the financial industry, the team used Mad
Chatter to understand women’s spending and saving habits, long-term goals, and the
actions she’s taking to develop her financial portfolio.
Breaking into the lucrative financial services market
As part of this project, Refinery29 tracked demographic insights and they also
explored a series of questions about how people are planning for their future with
their finances.
Working with the marketing solutions team, R29 Intelligence used findings from
the studies to show how their programs could deliver against the brand specific
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objectives of potential partners and provide additional value to existing partners.
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Expanding from fashion into finance
Refinery29 is committed to it’s marketplace position as a ‘translator between brands
and young women’ by developing innovative content and thoughtful audience
analysis.
As part of this ongoing initiative, R29 Intelligence recently tapped into their Mad
Chatter insights community to facilitate a series of ongoing engagements dubbed
“Cents & Sensibility.” This explored the unmissable tie between emotions and financial
decision making. While it is known that the management of personal finances can
spark a range of emotions, little research had been done to explore just how those
emotions influence action when it comes to financial planning - and further, how
those emotions differed between men and women - and why that is relevant to their
potential partners.
Access to the Mad Chatter community quickly generated insights from over 3,000
women across the US and the UK, while comparing a supplemental male General
Population sample. Refinery29 tracked a series of key profile variables including
relationship status, income and age. As part of this project they also explored a series
of questions about how people are planning for their future with their finances.
Working with the sales marketing team, R29 Intelligence used findings from the
studies to show how their programs could deliver against the brand specific
objectives of potential partners and provide additional value to existing partners who
had placed branded content or were already participating in experiential partnerships.
Insights from Mad Chatter also fueled the creation of industry specific collateral
that was used in a series of client events, agency road shows and brand workshops
that proved the effectiveness of Refinery29’s platform and provided for the
foundation for in-depth consultation and exploration into the value of connecting
with young women.
Editorial wins fueled by audience insights have solidified Refinery29’s reputation as
both a thought leader and “one to watch” in the financial space.
Broadening the scope of their expertise (and access to) young women and
establishing themselves as a thought leader in the financial sector has contributed
to YoY increase in revenue from financial partners and exclusive media coverage
with NBC showcasing the findings. From an ad-sales perspective, Refinery29 is now
working with more financial brands than ever before.
In addition to having a significant impact on the success of their partnership programs,
insight from the Mad Chatter also supported Refinery29’s editorial team across the
business but also specifically in the “Work and Money” section that has driven some
of the highest traffic on the site.
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